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$, m. anger, 71.    One of the six enemies.    See lub.
roj*, f. a potter's wife ; krdjl-mti8, the aunt of a potter's wife,
with em ph. y, krojiy-mds, 97 = K. Pr. 47.    (The Pandavas
and their mother Kuntl, during" Draupadl's wayamvara had
- their home in a potter's house.    See HaMbhdrata, i. 6950,
but there does not here appear to be any mention of the
potter's children calling Kunti their mother's aunt.)
kcvrm, 1, m. an action, act, 58, 61; pi. nom. karm, 75. Actions
are of two kinds, good or evil (75).
farm, 2, m. Fate; sg. gen. f. karwunf* r^Kk, the line of Pate
written on the forehead byNarayana; JkarmanS raMi, (what
NarSyana wrote) on the line of Fate, 107.
Mrany m. a cause ; a means ;,sg. ag. kdran1pmn&wa$\ by means
of the jwanava, 760 In Saiva philosophy, there are three
causes of the material world, viz. the impurities (mala) that
affect the soul. These are (1) dnava-mala, or the impurity
due to the soul, which in reality is identical with Siva,
deeming itself to be finite; (2) mdyiya-mala^ or impurity
due to cognition of the differentiation of things, i.e. that
one thing is different from another; and (3) kdrma-mala,
or the impurity -due to action, resulting in pleasure or
pain, 75.
farm, to do, 34, 37, 58, 61, 68, 74, 91, 95; to make, 17, 65,
81,82, 85, 87,89, 99 = K. Pr. 46 ; K.Pr. 102; M Idl* kardn,
making the sound {Lafi Lafi', i.e. crying out, f It is I, Lai;
it is I, Lai \ 105 ; shiwajhiwa kardn, uttering (or calling to
mind) the words ' Siva, Siva5, 65.
klesk karun^ to give trouble, to cause pangs, 51; ndd
karnii) to utter a cry, 72; vishesh karun, to do a speciality,
to act in a special character, 54; tfitas karun^ to impress
upon the mind, 34.
karith gabkun, to make completely, 95; in hetk karilk
and dith karith^ both in 12, karitk, like the modem Mth,
and like the Hindi kar^ has little more than the force of
a suffix of the conjunctive participle.
This verb makes many nominal compounds. Thus,
athawds karith^ holding each other's hand, = encouraging
each other, 92; cyon* bintk kardn^ he takes thought for
thee, 72; dam karun, to suppress the breath (as an ascetic
exercise), 4; d£ru karun^ to drive away, K. Pr. 56 ; hal karun,
to exert oneself, strive hard, 48; lath Aar&fiP, to. kick, 102 ;
lay karunAt to devote oneself ardently to any object, 60, 68;
lay karnn^ to cause to be absorbed, 76; pnz lea-run*, to
worship (dat. of obj.), 17, 21; snan-karun, to bathe oneself,
32, 46; thaphkarun*, to grasp (dat. of obj.), 4.
The following forms occur; inf. &arm,.87-i conj. part.

